
Wiring and Limit Setting Instructions 
140nm—300nm Tubular Motors 

Tubular Motors with built-in receivers are covered 
by a Full 3 Year 100% Replacement Warranty. 

 

Wiring Instructions 

Encore Series Motors 

without override: 

TMUS92S-140/12 

TMUS92S-180/12 

TMUS92S-230/12 

TMUS92S-300/8 

Encore Series Motors 

with manual override: 

TMUS92M-140/12 

TMUS92M-180/12 

TMUS92M-230/12 

TMUS92M-300/8 

Blue = Neutral 

Black = Direction 1 

Brown = Direction 2 

Green/Yellow = Earth 

Note: After wiring motor, attach to 

power source to test motor direction. 

If operating in wrong direction, 

switch the black and brown 

directional wires. 

Setting Limits: Left Side Mount 

To set lower limit for left side mount:   

1. Press DOWN Button on remote to lower the curtain 

2. If curtain stops automatically before reaching desired 
position, turn GREEN setting wheel in PLUS ( + ) direction 
until curtain reaches desired lower limit.  Lower limit is now 
set. (IMPORTANT: DO NOT PRESS STOP PRIOR TO 
ADJUSTING GREEN SETTING WHEEL.) 

3. If curtain does not stop automatically before reaching 
desired position, press STOP when it reaches the desired 
lower limit.  

4. Rotate GREEN setting wheel toward Minus ( - ).  

5. Press UP Button on remote raising curtain approximately 
half way and press STOP. Press DOWN Button to test lower 
limit again, making sure to press STOP at lower limit if 
curtain does not stop automatically before reaching lower 
limit. 

6. Repeat steps #4 and #5 until curtain stops automatically 
BEFORE REACHING LOWER LIMIT. Once curtain stops 
before reaching the lower limit, repeat step #2 

Note: For left side mount, Yellow setting wheel adjusts 

upper limit and Green setting wheel adjusts lower limit 

To set upper limit for left side mount:   

7. Press UP Button on remote to raise the curtain 

8. If curtain stops automatically before reaching desired 
position, turn YELLOW setting wheel in PLUS ( + ) 
direction until curtain reaches desired upper limit.  Upper 
limit is now set. (IMPORTANT: DO NOT PRESS STOP 
PRIOR TO ADJUSTING YELLOW SETTING WHEEL.) 

9. If curtain does not stop automatically before reaching 
desired position, press STOP when it  
reaches the desired upper limit.  

10. Rotate YELLOW setting wheel toward Minus ( - ).  

11. Press DOWN Button on remote lowering curtain 
approximately half way and press STOP. Press UP Button 
to test upper limit again, making sure to press STOP at 
upper limit if curtain does not stop automatically before 
reaching upper limit. 

12. Repeat steps #10 and #11 until curtain stops automatically 
BEFORE REACHING UPPER LIMIT. Once curtain stops 
before reaching the upper limit, repeat step #8 
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Wiring and Limit Setting Instructions 
140nm—300nm Tubular Motors 

Note: For right side mount, Green setting wheel adjusts 

upper limit and Yellow setting wheel adjusts lower limit 

Setting Limits: Right Side Mount 

To set lower limit for right side mount:   

1. Press DOWN Button on remote to lower the curtain 

2. If curtain stops automatically before reaching 
desired position, turn YELLOW setting wheel in 
PLUS ( + ) direction until curtain reaches desired 
lower limit.  Lower limit is now set. (IMPORTANT: DO 
NOT PRESS STOP PRIOR TO ADJUSTING 
YELLOW SETTING WHEEL.) 

3. If curtain does not stop automatically before 
reaching desired position, press STOP when it 
reaches the desired lower limit.  

4. Rotate YELLOW setting wheel toward Minus ( - ).  

5. Press UP Button on remote raising curtain 
approximately half way and press STOP. Press 
DOWN Button to test lower limit again, making sure to 
press STOP at lower limit if curtain does not stop 
automatically before reaching lower limit. 

6. Repeat steps #4 and #5 until curtain stops 
automatically BEFORE REACHING LOWER LIMIT. 
Once curtain stops before reaching the lower limit, 
repeat step #2 

To set upper limit for right side mount:   

7. Press UP Button on remote to raise the curtain 

8. If curtain stops automatically before reaching desired 
position, turn GREEN setting wheel in PLUS ( + ) 
direction until curtain reaches desired upper limit.  Upper 
limit is now set. (IMPORTANT: DO NOT PRESS STOP 
PRIOR TO ADJUSTING GREEN SETTING WHEEL.) 

9. If curtain does not stop automatically before reaching 
desired position, press STOP when it reaches the 
desired upper limit.  

10. Rotate GREEN setting wheel toward Minus ( - ).  

11. Press DOWN Button on remote lowering curtain 
approximately half way and press STOP. Press UP Button 
to test upper limit again, making sure to press STOP at 
upper limit if curtain does not stop automatically before 
reaching upper limit. 

12. Repeat steps #10 and #11 until curtain stops automatically 
BEFORE REACHING UPPER LIMIT. Once curtain stops 
before reaching the upper limit, repeat step #8 


